An Alternative and Surprising Solution to Olbers’ Paradox
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Abstract. In this paper, we prove that a self-avoiding walk of infinite length provides a structure that would resolve Olbers’ paradox. That is, if the stars of the Universe were distributed like the vertices of such a random walk of infinite length, then the night sky could be as dark as actually observed on the Earth.
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In 1721 Halley discussed what he called “Methaphysical paradox” stating that “if the number of Fixt stars were more than finite, the whole superficies of their apparent sphere would be luminous” [9]. In 1831 Olbers proposed that the fact that the entire sky does not glow like the surface of the Sun is due to interstellar absorption of starlight [14]. Although Olbers’ explanation was shown by Hershel to be fallacious [11] the riddle of the dark night sky is known today as Olbers’ paradox [10]. Present day explanations of Olbers’ paradox rely on the finite model of expanding universe where the number of visible stars is finite and is much too small to completely cover our celestial sphere [10, 12]. In fact Olbers’ paradox is frequently used as a proof against a static steady state infinite model of the Universe [12]. Halley’s reasoning was based on an intuitive assumption that stars are distributed uniformly. However, this assumption is not supported by present day observations. It is only generally accepted that the stars’ distribution is isotropic. Is it possible for us to resolve Olbers’ Paradox in an isotropic and infinite Universe? We show here that this is possible by providing an interesting and surprising isotropic model. More precisely, if there are infinitely many stars and they follow the classical distance distribution of an endless self-avoiding random walk, then the sky could still be dark.

There are three classical distance distributions investigated thoroughly in the polymer field [3, 4, 5, 7, 8]. Segments of a long polymer in a solution can attract each other, repulse each other or be neutral to each other. Attraction between segments can overcome entropic costs and lead to the collapse of a polymer chain. Collapsed polymers increase their overall dimensions with the cubic root of their length. Neutral
thin polymers represent so-called theta state where the entropic contribution and the fact that independent segments do not "feel" each other cause the overall dimensions of the polymer chains (such as their radius of gyration) to increase with the square root of the polymer length. Lastly, polymer chains in which the segments repulse each other behave as so-called self-avoiding random walks whose overall dimensions scale with the power 0.588 with respect to their chain length.

For the purpose of discussion, let us now assume that we deal with an infinite random walk in which each step has a unit length (such random walks are called equilateral random walks). We further assume that every vertex is occupied by a sphere with a radius \( a \). The radii of these spheres should be chosen to reflect the actual ratio between the average size of a star and the average distance between two nearby stars (segment length in a walk). If an observer located near one of the spheres looks around, what would he or she see? Would he or she see in every possible viewing direction overlapping images of these spheres (meaning the entire sky will be very bright) or see the images of these spheres covering only a certain percentage of the observers celestial sphere (meaning the sky could be rather dark)?

Let us first consider the case in which the stars follow the distance distribution of a collapsed random walk (of infinite length). An intuitive way of thinking about the collapsed random walk is thinking of it as a string of beads being packed tightly. In this case, it is not hard to see that the stars are actually rather uniformly distributed in the space with a near constant density. Clearly, in this case Olbers’ reasoning would apply and one would reach the Paradox: the sky would shine like the surface of the sun! Apparently, this is not the case we are interested in. In the following, we will concentrate on the case in which the stars follow the distance distribution of a self-avoiding random walk (of infinite length).

Let \( W \) be a self-avoiding random walk of infinite length so that its vertices may be labelled as \( X_0, X_1, X_{-1}, X_2, X_{-2}, \ldots \), and so on, such that \( X_k \) and \( X_{k+1} \) are adjacent to each other (hence the distance between them is 1). This unit distance could be interpreted as a cosmologic distance such as one parsec. Let the position of the observer be the origin and assume that the observer is nearest to the star (sphere) represented by \( X_0 \). Since the radius of gyration of a self-avoiding (equilateral) random walk of length \( n \) is of the order of \( n^\mu \) with \( \mu \approx 0.588 \), we will assume that the mean distance between \( X_0 \) and \( X_k \) is of the order of \( k^\mu \). For the sake of discussion, we will further assume that the distribution of \( X_k \) can be approximated by the classical Gaussian distribution (this is also supported by experimental data, see [15] for instance). That is, the density function of \( X_k \) may be approximated by the function

\[
 f(X_k) \approx \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_k}} \right)^3 \exp \left( -\frac{|X_k|^2}{2\sigma_k^2} \right).
\]

Notice that \( |X_k| \) is the distance between \( X_k \) (star number \( k \)) and the origin (the observer’s position) and that the mean of \( |X_k| \) is of the order \( |k|^\mu \). It is necessary that the standard deviation \( \sigma_k \) is also of the order \( |k|^\mu \). The observed area of the star at \( X_k \) from the observer is \( \frac{4\pi a_k^2}{|X_k|^2} \) where \( a_k \) is the radius of the sphere at \( X_k \). Let \( d_0 = |X_0| \) be the distance between the observer (at the origin) and the nearest star (at \( X_0 \)). The mean contribution of \( X_k \) to the total observed area of the observer can
be approximated by

$$\int \int \int_{|X_k| \geq d_0} \frac{4\pi a_k^2}{|X_k|^2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi \sigma_k} \right)^3 \exp \left( -\frac{|X_k|^2}{2\sigma_k^2} \right) dX_k$$

$$= 16\pi^2 a_k^2 \int_{d_0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi \sigma_k} \right)^3 \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{2\sigma_k^2} \right) dr$$

$$= 16\pi^2 a_k^2 \int_{d_0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi \sigma_k} \right)^3 \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{2\sigma_k^2} \right) dr$$

$$\leq \frac{8\pi^2 a_k^2}{\sigma_k^2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi} \int_0^{\infty} \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{2} \right) dr$$

$$= \frac{4\pi^2 a_k^2}{\sigma_k^2}.$$ 

Thus the mean of the total observed area without considering the nearest star at $X_0$ is bounded above by

$$\sum_{k=\pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots} \frac{4\pi^2 a_k^2}{\sigma_k^2}. $$

Notice that the above series is convergent since each $a_k$ is very small and $\sigma_k^2$ is of the order $|k|^{2\mu} \approx |k|^{1.176}$. In fact, if we substitute $a_k$ by the largest star size $a$ (which is still very small comparing to 1) and $\sigma_k$ by $b|k|^{\mu}$, where $\mu \approx 0.588$ and $b > 0$ is a constant determined by the random walk model estimated to be at least $10^{-1}$ in [6], we can bound the series by (some tedious calculations are omitted here)

$$\frac{10\pi a^2}{0.17b^2} \leq \frac{10^3 \pi a^2}{0.17}. $$

If we substitute $a$ with the radius of the largest known star (in terms of radius), which is about $9.04 \times 10^{-6}$, then the above bound becomes $1.51 \times 10^{-6}$, which is still much smaller than the observer’s sky area (the area of the unit sphere). We may thus interpret this result as the following: if the stars follow the typical (or average) distribution of the vertices of a self-avoiding equilateral random walk of infinite length, then the total observed area covered by stellar discs can be quite small when an observer is not facing the nearest star (night sky situation). Here, the space is assumed to be unlimited and the number of stars is infinite.

We have shown above that if the distribution of distances between stars in the Universe have followed the principle of self-avoiding walks (of infinite length) then even if the Universe would have been infinite and would contain infinite number of stars the sky we see could look just as our night sky. The question arises if principles of self-avoiding walks that operate in case of polymer chains, for example, can be applied to “celestial mechanics”. In self-avoiding chains the connectivity along the chain assures that the chains do not blow apart but still the distant segments can repulse each other. Interestingly, the interactions between the stars that are close to each other are dominated by attractive gravitational forces that would correspond to the stabilizing interactions along individual segments of the chains. As we know now the interactions between very distant portions of the universe are dominated by repulsive forces that in a way act similarly to the repulsion between distant segments in self-repulsing polymers [1].
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The second question concerning the self-avoiding random walk model of the Universe is whether it satisfies the Copernican principle, i.e., from any two points of observation in the Universe, any two sufficiently big regions (of the same size) centered at these points contain a similar number of stars and generally look similar to each other. If the considered self-avoiding walk would be infinite then in fact every portion of such a walk would essentially look as any other portion since such a walk is circular in nature (there is no beginning or ending).

In conclusion, we have shown above that a self-avoiding random walk also provides us an infinite and isotropic model of the Universe in which the sky could look just like the one we see every night. We need to point out that this is not the only known such model, rather an interesting and surprising one. In fact, an infinite Universe with a fractal structure (which is also isotropic) could also have a dark sky even there may be infinitely many stars [2]. Our construction shows that it is quite possible to find more (infinite) isotropic Universe models that would resolve Olbers’ Paradox. Of course, we are not claiming that any of these models should replace the current paradigm. However, our example and reasoning suggest that it is necessary to take the distribution of the stars into consideration in resolving Olbers’ Paradox and rethinking about how did we reach the conclusion that the Universe is finite in size. In our discussion, we did not consider factors such as the age of the Universe and the speed of light. It seems that when these factors are properly introduced into the picture, the Paradox can be resolved regardless how the stars are distributed or whether the Universe is finite [13].
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